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“The green fields,
the lofty trees, the
buds and flowers…all
invite our attention
and meditation, and
bid us become
acquainted with God,
Who made them all.”
-E.G. White 3T p.333

Acquainting
Agriculture
Newsletter

Thank you for taking the time to read the first issue of
Acquainting Agriculture’s newsletter. We know it’s important
to keep everyone updated on the progress of our program, so
please enjoy as we keep you informed.

Donor Dinner: funds being raised!
To kick start our program we had a special dinner, inviting all
garden lovers out to Campion Academy.
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The dinner’s theme was “Support your Local Farmer.” We were able to raise a good
amount towards our yearly budget, thanks to some very generous donors!
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He who tills his land

Land Cultivated:

will have plenty of It has been amazing to see God provide for this program. We
food, But he who were blessed by a very kind community member lending us
follows empty their tractor/tiller/operator to cultivate our land. While there
pursuits will have is still much to be done, our next step is to test the soil in the

poverty in plenty. next few days and amend it with the appropriate minerals and

organic material.

Proverbs 18:19
BEFORE

Summer Travels:

AFTER

Program Director, Anna Perea, will be
traveling to a beautiful farm tucked away in
Williamsport, Tennessee, called “Bountiful
Blessings Farm,” owned and operated by the
Dysinger family. While there, she will be
attending an exciting seminar called “Winter
Gardening” which will instruct in detail the
specifics necessary to run a winter garden
program. Knowledge in this area is key for
any school’s agriculture program due to the
academic calendar falling on the “offseason.” However, with such knowledge,
winter will truly become an “on-season”
time to plant!

